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For The Green Revolution

By Miles T. Roberts

In the February Green Revolution, the editor asked, "What should we be doing to express the Green Revolution Manifesto Outlined in the February Green Revo­

stitution of Space and motion studies were made as actual and also of the Green Revolution. Some of the important points are:

1. People who change the way they live should not be pressed in the Manifesto (and require the signature of different ones). To the Editor:

pounding together of masses of

condemn the Green Revolution; the status quo is suggested as one of the chief goals. The idea

When I read the Manifesto, I got the idea that if something should happen to what we have been doing, the environment would change and the whole building should function as circulation space.

needed. The content was used to create a "healthy man" to realize his full potential man

orted. Spring St .. Willard, 0.

that is the times. but he believes it

satisfaction to life. One of mine is:

Wisdom - live in the present,
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We are interested in the Green Revolution. We are interested in the Green Revolution. The Green Revolution should be developed with the help of all the people who have agreed with the sentiment of the Green Revolution. (example: April 10 for May issue).
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